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Introduction
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Methodology

Concluding Remarks 

Today's Agenda

Web scraping

Sentiment analysis (VADER analyser)

Database  

Machine learning  
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Introduction1
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Introduction

The overall aim of the project is

to predict future market

movements through the use of

data mining and machine

learning
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Beautiful Soup

VADER Sentiment

NLTK

Matplotlib

Pandas

Numpy

Sklearn

Use of different libraries to execute the code:

Anaconda Spyder Python

programming
language

programming
enviroment

Programming Tools1
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2 Methodology
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Refers to automatically extracting news updates and releases from news
articles and websites

Article Scraping1

What is article scraping?

extract desired data 
from website to a file
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Beautiful Soup Raw data (CSV file)

Article Scraping

Extracted data from HTML

Scrapped articles from Reuters since 2020

Output: news title, date, summary

Reuters articles

Library used: Beautiful Soup

"https://www.reuters.com/news/archive?view=page&page="
 

1



INPUT

Import libraries

 

Definition of the variables that will 

be extracted and URL (Reuters)

Range to select news since 2008

Dictionaries to save 

extracted data 

Save into a CSV file (output) 

10 Code1



OUTPUT

11 CSV file 1



1

"Pop" allows us

to remove a

specific item

 Scraped from

page 4 to  301

(update latest

days) 

12 Update of web scraping 1

Define the

variables

Import libraries

Run this code to get news of the latest days
instead of parsing all Reuters again 



Remarks

Slow running time, especially the first time you scrapped all the data 

Connect directly to API to facilitate faster web scraping

H3 class in Reuters does not contain only article titles (sometimes ads or other elements, so had to drop it (.pop)

Only web scraped Reuters so it can lead to bias in our data 

Relevance of the data extracted is of paramount importance for the sentiment analysis (next step)

A mix of sources: Reuters only had news up to 2020, hence, Reuters + archive of historical financial news from

Kaggle ("US Equities news data set") 

Data gap from 13 February 2020 to 11 September 2020 (change from Archive news to Reuters news): markets

dropped because of Covid (need more data on market drops) 

Inconsistency of the number of news: there are days with little news. (Reuters an average of 75.9 per day and

Archive 89). However, there are days with over 500 news and days with 1, specially from 2008-2013)

113

Lack of accesibility to the website:

Data:

Article Scraping1
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A model used for text sentiment analysis that is

sensitive to both polarity (positive/negative) and

intensity (strength) of emotion uses a human-centric

approach

It combines qualitative analysis and empirical
validation by using human raters and the wisdom of

the crowd

Explanation How does it work?

Relies on a dictionary that maps lexical features to

emotion intensities called sentiment scores. The

sentiment score of a text can be obtained by

summing up the intensity of each word in the text

Sentiment Analysis2

VaderLibrary used:

Tokenization Remove stop words Normalization Vectorization
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Sentiment Analysis

Lexicon-based Machine Learning

Sentiment Analysis2

 

Uses lexicons-lists of words with
labels specifying their sentiments to

identify the sentiment of text 

Uses statistical techniques, enabling
computer systems to "learn" with data,
without being explicitly programmed 

ProcessVader:

Vader

Punctuation

Capitalization 

Degree Modifiers 

Polarity Shift due to Conjunctions

Catching Polarity Negation 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

HeuristicsVader:
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Sentiment Score Range

Individual words -4 to 4

Sentence (normalized) -1 to 1

Sentiment Analysis2

sum of valence scores of
words in sentence, before
normalization

normalization constant 
(default value 15) 

How Vader works:

⍺ = 

x = 



17 Sentiment Analysis2

Example Code 

Importing

libraries

Defining the

variables

Sentence we want

to analyze

Implementing 

 Sentiment 

Analyzer

Print the score  for

sentence

Same process for

negative sentence



18 Sentiment Analysis: Example2

Positive News Negative News

Results
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Positive Title

Negative Title

News Compound Score

Positive 0.3612

Neutral 0.0

Negative -0.6808

Sentiment Analysis: Reuters2

Neutral Title



20 Sentiment Analysis2

Score Day

Importing libraries

Create the lists

Create the

sentiment for each

day

Print the score per

day

Save it as a CSV

file

Code:



21 Sentiment Analysis2

Preliminary Database Output:

sentiment scores per day 

From the result of this database, different
indicators will be calculated that will be
needed for the machine learning



22 Sentiment Analysis2

Positive Mean: 
Positive Standard Dev: 

0.0868
0.0501

Scores

Negative Mean:                         
Negative Standard Dev: 

0.0970
0.0414



23 Sentiment Analysis2

0.0125
0.1168

0.8161
0.0550

Compound Mean:
Compound Standard Dev: 

Neutral Mean: 
Neutral Standard Dev: 

Scores



Vader does not evaluate the importance of the news relative to the market. Evaluates words but not context. For

instance, it may not evaluate the word "war" equally in different contexts since not all wars will affect markets

equivalently. The effect of the war in Ukraine-Russia will not have the same repercussion as the war in Yemen

Nonetheless, this is to some extent compensated by the fact that there is probably more news on the Russian war

than the Yemeni war

Filter news with specific words relevant to the topic 

It was impossible to do that with our database as it would not leave much data to create a machine learning model 

Using the summary of the news for the sentiment analysis, the results were more neutral, it limited the sentiment

analysis. For the sentiment analysis, the summary was not used. Academics highlight that Vader works best with 

 short sentences

Not all days contain the same number of news: Not the same to have a negative result on a day with 2 news as a day

with 50 news. This will be solved in the database step 

24 Sentiment Analysis2

Remarks:

Vader: 

 Data: 



 Added additional indicators to improve our analysis of the market sentiment

EIB database 06/10/2008 - 13/02/2020 

Reuters news 11/09/2020 - 16/06/2022

Extracted sentiment analysis per day of the period 2008- 2022

Initial database 

Final database 

Data from sentiment analysis

254.391 news  

Database325



Web Scraping 

 Title

 Date

 Summary 

 Positive Sentiment/new

 Negative Sentiment/new

 Neutral Sentiment/new

 Compound Sentiment/new

VADER Analysis Added Variables

 Sentiment Average

 Sentiment Standard Dev.

 Sentiment Z-Score

 Difference between Positive and        

.....Negative sentiment

 Subjectivity

 Polarity

Database326



Input Output

x iN

27 Database: Sentiment Average 3

x =-
average sentiment

sentiment for the day

news per dayN  =

x  =-
=

As not every day has the same amount
of news, the average sentiment is a

more accurate indicator rather than the
total sum of the sentiment 

x i



Database: Sentiment Standard Deviation 3

N

∑ (x  -    )
each value of the sentiment

news per day

standard deviation of the sample

mean of sentiment

N =
2x -

28

How disperse the sentiment has
been for a day - if there has

been a high variation in
sentiment across news or if it
has generally been the same

*Not -1 because in some
cases only 1 observation

*

i

x i

=

=

x - =



29 Database: Sentiment Z Score 3

standardized score

observed value

mean of the sample

standard deviation of the sample

How deviated has today's sentiment
been with respect to the average

sentiment for the period comprised in
the database (2008-2022)



Database: Difference Between Positive and Negative,
Subjectivity and Polarity 

3

 -1 defines a negative sentiment and 1 defines a positive sentimentPolarity

Subjectivity
Quantifies the amount of personal opinion and factual information in the text 

0 = purely objective, 1 = purely subjective
 [0,1]

 [-1,1]

Difference Positive Av. and Negative Av. =  Positive average - Negative average 

30

Has today, in overall, been
more positive or negative?

Created with
TextBlob

library
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Why the S&P 500 as a benchmark

Once we have the sentiment score per day from 2008 up to today and all the corresponding indicators,  we

need to add the daily percentage change of the market (S&P 500)

Adding S&P 5003

Includes 500 companies that  represent about

three-quarters of the stock market in terms of

market capitalization 

A market cap-weighted index: larger companies

have more influence over the index

S&P 500 Change Distribution 

31
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News scraped from 22:00 to 23:59 will
impact the S&P change the day after (lagged) 

Adding S&P 500: Timeline3

00:00

18:00

23:5922:0006:00

00:00

-6h 

GMT -4

17:5916:0009:00

S&P open

Lagged news

News Scraped

GMT +2

S&P is closed during the weekends. The
news published then are added on Mondays

32



3 Adding S&P 5003

 Scraped last

pages of news

to update the

code (not all

Reuters) 

Import S&P

historic data

 Downloaded

from page 4 to  

301 (update

latest days) 

33



34 3 Database: S&P 500 

0 = S&P 500 decreases

1 = S&P 500 increases 

S&P Change =  Closing yesterday - Closing today 

S&P Change will be the "y"
variable (dependent) in the
machine learning 



135

Only lag of 2 hours of the day, meaning news within those 2 hours (from 22 to 00) will be reflected on the S&P

500 the next day and not the day that the news are published

S&P 500 is stable as seen in the distribution, less susceptible to drastic price movements of the index. Cannot

expect drastic market movements

Other market indexes could be used as reference for the market movement, i.e. EuroStoxx 50

Other indicators could be added to the database. E.g interest rates

This data is to some extent represented in our model through news

Remarks

Database3

S&P500: 

Database:
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4

3

A type of artificial intelligence (AI) that allows software applications to become more accurate at predicting
outcomes without being explicitly programmed to do so. 
Machine learning algorithms use historical data as input to predict new output values.

Web Scraped Articles

Machine Learning4

What is machine learning?

So far... 

Sentiment Analysis

Database wtih Indicators

MACHINE LEARNING
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4

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

Makes predictions by estimating the probability that a new set of inputs belongs to each class. The class that gets the

highest probability is the output class

Random Forest Classifier 

Builds decision trees on different samples and takes their majority vote for classification and average in case of

regression

GaussianNB

The probability distribution over possible functions

Decision Tree Classifier 

It is a graphical representation for getting all the possible solutions to a problem/decision based on given conditions

Gradient Boosting Classifier/XGBClassifier

Distributed gradient-boosted decision tree that combines  many weak learning models together to create a strong

predictive model 

Logistic Regression

Estimates the probability of an event occurring, such as voted or didn't vote, based on a given dataset of independent

variables

3 Machine Learning4
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2D

Linear Discriminant Analysis is a linear model for classification and dimensionality reduction, most
commonly used for feature extraction in pattern classification problems

It is used as a dimensionality reduction technique in machine learning, using which we can easily transform a
2-D and 3-D graph into a 1-dimensional plane

Maximize the distance between
means of the two classes
Minimize the variation within each
class

Criterias to create a new axis:

1D

3 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)4
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1

2

3

N number of random records are
taken from the data set giving k
records

Individual decisions trees
constructed for each sample and
generates an output

Final output is based on Majority

Voting or Averaging for Classification

and regression respectively

Tree 1                              Tree 2                                        Tree N

Output 1                           Output 2                            Output N

Majority voting/ 
Averaging for Regression

Data set 

Final Output

3 Random Forest Classifier4
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Gaussian model assigns a probability to each of these functions

The mean of this probability distribution then represents the most probable characterization of the data

Each random variable is distributed normally and their joint distribution is also Gaussian

The mean and standard deviation are two main parameters of a Gaussian Distribution

3 GaussianNB4



1

2

3

4

41 3

Finding an attribute that returns the highest information gain
and the smallest entropy(measures the unpredictability)

Begins with root node: contains complete dataset 

Iterates through the very unused attribute of the set S and
calculates Entropy(H) and Information gain(IG) of this
attribute. Find the best attribute in the dataset using
Attribute Selection Measure (ASM)

Generate the decision tree node, which contains the best

attribute

Step-5: Recursively make new decision trees using the

subsets of the dataset created in step -3

Continue this process until a stage is reached where you
cannot further classify the nodes and called the final node
as a leaf node

Root Node

Decision Node Decision Node

Leaf Node Leaf Node Leaf NodeDecision Node

Leaf NodeLeaf Node

Decision Tree Classifier4
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XGBoost is a refined and customized version of a gradient boosting decision tree system, created with
performance and speed in mind

XGBoost stands for "eXtreme Gradient Boosting", and it refers to the fact that the algorithms and methods have
been customized to push the limit of what is possible for gradient boosting algorithms

Boosting is a special type of Ensemble Learning technique that works by combining several weak learners
(predictors with poor accuracy) into a strong learner (a model with strong accuracy). This works by each model
paying attention to its predecessor’s mistakes

Leaf Wise Tree Growth

...

3 Gradient Boosting Classifier/XGBClassifier4



43 3 Logistic Regression

Process of modeling the probability of a discrete outcome given an input variable. The most common logistic

regression model a binary outcome; something that can take two values such as true/false, yes/no, and so on

4



44 Machine learning

Code

4

To apply standard

dev. filter

Select days

with over 5 new

Define variables

Independent:

dataframe

Deependent: S&P

500 change 

Included variables

All variables

defining test size



45 Machine learning

Code

4

Machine

learning

models
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Machine Learning Methods

Predict large falls (threshold -2%)

Predict if the market will go up or down1

2

4



Variable importance: choose most relevant variables for the model

ROC

Run machine learning with best models (the ones with higher ROC)

1.

2.

3.

47

Process

Filter

Predict market direction4

Specifics

Standard deviation: tested the model setting a standard deviation threshold and without the filter. The

filter tests only the days within the chosen range. Allows to asses the machine learning where the

sentiment news were all closer to the mean

Test and train: 20% and 80%- first train our model on the training set, and then we use the data from

the testing set to gauge the accuracy of the resulting mode 

Select days with > 5 news per day 



Calculate the relative influence of each
variable. Choose most important ones for the

machine learning

48

To reduce dimensionality space and avoid
overfitting 

Purpose

Predict market direction4.1

Variable importance



Predict market direction4.1

ROC

Graph showing the performance of a
classification model at all classification
thresholds. This curve plots two parameters:

 True Positive Rate (= recall)

False Positive Rate

 
Area Under the Curve (AUC) is the measure
of the ability of a classifier to distinguish
between classes 

The higher the AUC, the better the
performance of the model at distinguishing
between the positive and negative classes

 

TOP 2:
Random Forest
Linear Dicriminant
Analysis

49 No standard deviation filter



 Positive Negative

Positive TP FP

Negative FN TN

Predict market direction4

ACTUAL VALUES

P
R

ED
IC

TE
D

 V
A

LU
ES

Matrix to evaluate the performance of a classification model

Compares the actual target values with those predicted by

the machine learning model

True Positive (TP) 

The predicted value matches the actual value
The actual value was positive and the model predicted a positive value

True Negative (TN) 

The predicted value matches the actual value
The actual value was negative and the model predicted a negative value

False Positive (FP) – Type 1 error

The predicted value was falsely predicted
The actual value was negative but the model predicted a positive value

False Negative (FN) – Type 2 error

The predicted value was falsely predicted
The actual value was positive but the model predicted a negative value

50

Machine learning: Confusion Matrix



Predict market direction4

PRECISION

The ratio of correct positive predictions to the total predicted positives

RECALL

The ratio of correct positive predictions to the total positives examples

ACCURACY

The ratio of correctly predicted examples by the total examples

A perfect classifier has
precision and recall both

equal to 1

51

Machine learning: Confusion Matrix



Predict market direction4.1

Linear Discriminant 

Model

Random Forest

52

Machine learning

No standard deviation filter



Predict market direction4.1

ROC TOP 2:
Random Forest Classifier
Logistic regression

Standard deviation filter53



Model

Predict market direction4.1

Random Forest

54

Machine learning

Logistic Regression 

Standard deviation filter



55 Predict falls (threshold -2%)4.2

Variable importance



56 Predict falls (threshold -2%)4.2

ROC TOP 2:
Decision tree
Gaussian NB

No standard deviation filter



Predict falls (threshold -2%)4.257

Machine learning

Model

Gaussian

Decision Tree

No standard deviation filter



Predict falls (threshold -2%)4.2

ROC

58

TOP 2:
Gaussian NB
Decision tree

Standard deviation filter



Predict falls (threshold -2%)4.259

Machine learning

Model

Gaussian

Decision Tree

Standard deviation filter
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Prediction of market movement (if it goes up or down) works best with the machine learning method based on

trees (Random forest and Decision tree). Instead, when predicting a fall of -2% Gaussian works best

Low number of tests. (23-50 figures tested) This happens especially when using the 2 filters: select days with a

number of news per day > 5  and threshold for standard deviation 

However, lower number tested, higher precision 

Could implement a program to run different st.dev and find a "curve" to find at what point of the standard deviation

the ROC  is higher, thus, better results for the machine learning 

Could include more variables, such as interest rates that can help explain the market

This appears in the news so to some extent is already reflected in our model 

Machine learning 4

Remarks

Machine learning methods:

Data:
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3 Conclusions
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Applications of the ProjectThe Project

Conclusions

Help the European Investment Bank to

have more accurate future market

expectations

Reduce the risk exposure for the EIB

Can be used as a tool for other

institutions such as the European

Central Bank

Generated a database through web

scrapping, sentiment analysis, and

variable creations that build a

machine learning program

Explained the relevance and power

that financial sentiment has on

market movements - managed to

predict with 80% accuracy the S&P

500 movement and with 45%

accuracy large falls in the market
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THANK YOU!


